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Betty & Barney Hill 





Technology and design artifacts of the Capital Region on loan from the archives at the Schenectady 
Museum. Seen here from left to right: Model of a Venice Tower by Hermitage des Artistes (2001), early 
20th century freplace toolset, Andirons circa 1875, Hanovia Fluorolamp (1960), and a DuMont cathode ray 
oscilloscope circa 1950. 



Technology and design artifacts of the Capital Region on loan from the archives at the Schenectady Museum. 
Seen here: X-Ray Control Panel (1921), made by the Victor X-Ray Corporation, a GE affliate company that 
distributed X-Ray equipment based on the technology pioneered by William Coolidge. 

This bicycle from 1883 was owned by Edgar Hayes of Schenectady (shown here). This style of bicycle 
was known as either a “Penny Farthing” or “boneshaker”. In December 1925 the bicycle gained notoriety 
as the frst wheeled vehicle to travel across Schenectady’s Western Gateway Bridge. On loan from the 
Schenectady Museum archives. 



Technology and design artifacts of the Capital Region on loan from the archives at the Schenectady 
Museum. Seen here from left to right: 1970s telescope and tripod, Figure object by Dennis Dorogi (1969), 
Klystron tube from the late 1900s, Water-cooled transmitting tube (late 1920s), and Untitled by artist Bruno 
LaVerdiere (1973). 

Chart used by dancers for choreography. Technology and design artifacts of the Capital Region on loan from the archives at the Schenectady Museum. 



 
 

Technology and design artifacts of the Capital Region on loan from the archives at the Schenectady Museum. 
Seen here: Stereo X-Ray viewer manufactured by the Wappler Electric Company of New York in the 1920s. 
This was an early attempt at three-dimensional medical imaging. 







This was the last microwave tube produced by GE in the 1900s before its microwave tube operation was 
sold to Litton Industries. The Klystron tube was primarily used for Airborne Warning and Control System 
(AWACS) radar systems. They could also be utilized as components in television transmitters. On loan from the 
Schenectady Museum archives. 

Allen DuMont, a 1924 RPI graduate, incorporated the DuMont Laboratories in 1934. He developed one 
of the frst cathode ray television tubes, marketed the frst electronic television to the public in 1938, and 
created one of the frst national television networks, the DuMont network, which operated from 1946 – 1956. 

Oscilloscopes are used to observe the shape of electrical waves. They are used in laboratories, in the 
maintenance of electrical equipment, and even in the examination of the human voice. On loan from the 
Schenectady Museum archives. 



COLD SPRING 

As a curator, commissioning and producing new work is gathering an 
institution and jumping with an artist off a cliff. 

In a year or two of collaborative free fall, the piece accumulates energy, 
ideas, people, endless materials: sketches, fragments, contracts, and bits 
of media. This ever refning mess becomes the crumpled apparatus for the 
piece’s realization. All the while, a constantly expanding group of individuals, 
in this case over sixty, navigate together toward an unknown artistic point of 
landing that awkwardly has a date attached: December 3 + 4 2010. 

Where it goes from here, what ripples this work will cast, how it will impact 
each of us in the audience — all of this is unknown. 

An institution takes this leap only with artists whose work has something so 
unique, so potent, that it’s worth risking the time and resources that went 
into the piece – supporting the experiment knowing it can always fail — but 
trusting and valuing the quality of the experiment itself. 

Sean Griffn is making this work and EMPAC exists to support this 
kind of deep experimentation. As a partial list, tonight’s show brings 
together a collaborative team of musicians, actors, dancers, audio 
engineers, set designers, riggers, lighting designers, video programmers, 
cinematographers, costume designers, fabricators, music copyists, 
producers, directors and actors from regional theater companies, and 
archival research that has very present social stakes in the nature of truth, 
information, migration, xenophobia, and genetics in the twenty-frst century. 

I would like to extend an enormous thank you to the entire team for all their 
hard work through the process of this experiment. 

Micah Silver 

COLD SPRING 

Cold Spring is a compositional battering ram for stage. 

Scored for diverse musicians, actors, dancers embodying conficting 
musical and political sources and ideologies, this evening-length work 
instrumentalizes the EMPAC stage with large forces of performative and 
sonic densities. Performers from Los Angeles, Chicago, Montreal, New 
York City and the Capital Region meet and collide under presumed historic 
realities in a musical structure that is both expansive and alienating. 

Animating this collision are archaic philosophies, styles, and the cultural by-
products from these sources treated as “narrative relocations”. 

Among these is the Eugenics Archive in Cold Spring Harbor NY. This 
archive represents the breeding-ground research for the eugenics-based 
social policies that resulted in mass sterilization of undesirables, forced 
lobotomies and, ultimately, with support from the Carnegie Foundation, Nazi 
Germany’s master race policies. 

Materials from this archive intersect unexpectedly with the early 20th 
century spiritualism-meets-pop-supernaturalism of the 1970s. Through an 
operatic rendition of the 1961 Betty and Barney Hill abduction hypnosis 
tapes we follow the embattled, mixed-race couple as they negotiate social 
complications through the hyper-vigilant sanctimony of their pre-civil rights 
world. 

Propelling this forward is a collection of idiosyncratic sonic “tableaux 
vivants” that unfold onto one another, turning the theater into a crippled 
pageantry. With a climax that stages the abduction of the Hills as a musical 
abduction of Romanticism by Minimalism, Cold Spring forcibly rehashes 
ideas best forgotten and good intentions gone awry. 

Sean Griffn 



  

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

  
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

ARTIST STATEMENTS 

Traditionally, Musical notation is a medium for invention. The composer 
notates alone and then that document is translated into sound and 
performance. Traditionally, Dance notation is a method of preservation – a 
way of staving off the inevitable death and decay of an ephemeral form. 
What is most frustrating and enticing about dance notation is its fundamental 
inability to record the complexities of human movement. Throughout this 
process, Sean has sent me a series of images and documents uncovered in 
his research. It has been my project to treat these documents as if they were 
dance notation, attempting to obey the imagined dance notator’s original 
intent and making wild assumptions where information is missing in an 
attempt to create holograms out of photocopies. 

Another feature of this project that captured my imagination was the Betty 
and Barney Hill experience. I am fascinated by their incessant repetition of 
the abduction story in the decades after the original ‘incident.’  I became 
interested in using repetition as a means for invention – fnding the places 
where information could decay or accrue as we worked with a small set of 
choreographies run forward, backward, and every which way, laboring to 
awaken the real story lying dormant in the frst story. 

Justin Jones 

As an opera singer/live artist interested in the singing body-in-overwhelm 
as a musical instrument, working on Cold Spring has been a thrill and a 
challenge. Sean’s approach to the rhythmic gesture as rife with social 
as well as musical implications, his ways of triggering opera’s mystical 
operations, and his productive use of struggle keep creative interpretation a 
living process at every moment in the work. 

Juliana Snapper 

Carolyn Shoemaker and Democco Atcher are a Betty and Barney often out of 
synch with themselves. Working through events in the sequence of Betty and 
Barney’s abduction, the two actors are working with a script that asks them 
to combine these events into multiple and refracted reenactments of time 
sometimes moving the body forward but the mind backward or sideways at 
will. 

Catherine Sullivan 

CREDITS 

Sean Griffn, Concept, Music & Direction 

PERFORMERS 

Democco Atcher, Barney Hill 
Carolyn Shoemaker, Betty Hill 
Juliana Snapper, Uriel 
Rowan Ian Seamus Magee, Instigant / Hypnotist 
Jean Coffey Foss, Marilyn / Betty Hill 
Michael Steese, Professor Davenport 
Winnie Bowen, Nurse / Royce 
Justin Jones, Choreographer / Tribe of Ishmael I 
Sam Johnson, Tribe of Ishmael II 
Hannah Kramer, Tribe of Ishmael III 
Gregory Oh, Conductor / Piano 
Aiyun Juang, Percussion 
Damon Holzborn, Electronics 
Lauren Radnofsky, Cello 
John Pickford Richards, Viola 
Ari Streisfeld, Violin 

COMMUNITY THEATRE GROUPS 

Curtain Call Theatre 
Laura Andruski, Director, Driving Miss Daisy 
Lucy Breyer, Actor, Driving Miss Daisy 
Emmett Ferris, Actor, Driving Miss Daisy 

Johnstown Little Theatre 
John Birchler, Director, Good Fences 
Dave Insogna, Actor, Good Fences 
Frank Pickus, Actor, Good Fences 
Cindy Welch, Actor, Good Fences 

Albany Allstars Roller Girls 
Andrea Becker 
Katie Dollard 
Kimberly Eisen 
Elizabeth Gadomski 



 

 

 

 

 

Jill Kaiser 
Kehmally Karl 
Nancy Ramos 
Holly Youzowd 

COLLABORATORS 

Desi Jedeikin, Collaborator 
Justin Jones, Choreographer 
Stacy Ellen Rich, Costume Design 
Catherine Sullivan, Collaborator 

TECHNICAL TEAM 

Mick Bello, Video Engineer 
Eric Brucker, Lead Video Engineer 
Daniel Corral, Assistant & Copyist 
Angel Eads, Master Electrician 
Zhenelle Falk, Stage Manager/ Artist Services Coordinator 
Bill Fritz, Master Carpenter/ Rigger 
Allison Johnson, research assistant 
Pam Keenan, Wardrobe Assistant 
Jay Maury, Lighting Director 
Geoff Mielke, Stage Technology 
Jeff Svatek, Audio Engineer 
Todd Vos, Lead Audio Engineer 

CURATORIAL/PRODUCTION TEAM 

John Cook, Box Offce Manager 
Ian Hamelin, Project Manager 
Shannon Johnson, Web Director 
Jason Steven Murphy, PR & Marketing Manager 
Micah Silver, Curator, Music 
Avery Stempel, Front of House Manager 

Erin Colligan, Hair & Makeup Stylist 
Michael Doo, Production Assistant 

BIOS 

Sean Griffn lives and works in Los Angeles. 

Encompassing many languages, styles, media and forms, Griffn’s unusual 
compositional works rely on interdisciplinary incongruities positioned at the 
intersection of sound, image, performance, and the archive. 

Manifesting as large and small-scale operatic works, collaborative sound 
and video installations, complex numeric choreographies, or historically 
weighted political works that defy categorization, Griffn’s works obsessively 
instrumentalize embedded cultures of injustice, racism, and wars of the 
recent past disturbingly mixed with dated-pop fantasies about self worth 
and class. Animated by rhythmic regimentation and improvisation, his 
compositions can be viewed as platforms for the performer’s unique talents 
with whom he collaborates extensively. 

Griffn frequently collaborates with Catherine Sullivan, Juliana Snapper, 
Charles Gaines and Aiyun Huang. His works have been presented 
internationally at venues including Los Angeles’ REDCAT, Armand Hammer 
Museum, and LACMA, June in Buffalo, Berlin’s Volksbühne, Secession 
Vienna, London’s Royal Academy and the Tate Modern, Festival d’Avignon, 
Taipei City Arts Festival, Walker Art Center, Centre Pompidou, and Festival 
BOM 2010 in Seoul, Korea. He recieved an MFA from CalArts and a Ph.D. 
from the University of California, San Diego. 

Democco Atcher recently appeared in The Last Days of British Honduras, 
which showed at The Cannes International Film Festival this year.  Democco 
returns to the American stage after performing Kunst und Gemuse in Berlin, 
Germany at the renowned Volksbühne for three years. Democco is an alum 
of Second City, and a longtime collaborator with Sean Griffn and Catherine 
Sullivan. 

Winnie Bowen, FSU BFA in Theatre, Studied at HB Studios with William 
Hickey, Sam Schacht, NYC, and HomeMade Theater, Saratoga Springs, 
NY. Favorite roles include Lotty in Enchanted April, Dottie/Mrs. Clackett, in 
Noises Off and Mrs. Drudge in The Real Inspector Hound. Winnie resides in 
the city Saratoga Springs. 

Jean Coffey Foss is a Juilliard graduate who has sung in opera, concert 
performances of classical music and in musical theater across the 
country.  Jean singing and acting with local theater groups in Albany and 
Schenectady, and keeping up her classical music repertoire soloing in 
oratorio and other sacred music performances. Jean resides in the city of 



 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Troy. 

Damon Holzborn is a Brooklyn based improviser and composer who works 
primarily with electronics. He is a founding member of the Trummerfora 
collective and co-creator of zucasa.com. 
Percussionist Aiyun Huang is known for her work in percussion-theater, her 
percussion ensemble work with red fsh blue fsh, and her chamber music 
work with Toca Loca. She has performed throughout North America, Mexico, 
Europe and Asia as a soloist and chamber musician. Currently she heads 
the percussion program at the Schulich School of Music of McGill University 
in Montreal, Canada. 

Desi Jedeikin is a writer and performer living in Los Angeles. She has 
performed in numerous sketch comedy/improv shows at venues in LA 
including the Groundlings Theater, Comedy Central Stage and the Upright 
Citizens Brigade Theater,  where she played Squeaky Fromme in the 
infamous alternative comedy show Comedy Death Ray. Her essay ‘Bunny’ 
can be found on the online writing salon Fresh Yarn. 

Sam Johnson is a performance-based artist living in Minneapolis. He 
graduated from Skidmore College and then moved to NYC where 
he continued to study and also did some performing with a variety of 
choreographers.  Since moving to Minneapolis he has appeared in and 
created more work, primarily as a member of the performance collective 
SuperGroup, of which he is a founding member. 

Justin Jones’ choreography has been presented in many places in 
Minneapolis and New York City and he is the recipient of a 2007 
McKnight Fellowship for Choreography and a 2003 NYFA Fellowhship for 
Performance Art/Multidisciplinary work.  Justin has also had the privilege 
to dance with a number of artists he holds in high regard, including Chris 
Schlichting, Dylan Skybrook/Catherine Sullivan/Sean Griffn, Morgan 
Thorson, Karen Sherman, Chris Yon and was a member of Tere O’Connor 
Dance Co. from 2001-2004.  Mr. Jones is thrilled to be working with Mr. 
Griffn again and he would like to thank his wife Genevieve and his daughter 
Lucy Alma for their love and support. 

Hannah Kramer is a Minneapolis-based dancer and performer. Past 
performance highlights include the works of Morgan Thorson, Karen 
Sherman, Chris Schlichting, Emily Johnson, HIJACK, Maggie Bergeron, 
The Body Cartography Project and La Femme Extraordinaire, Monica West, 
among others. 

Rowan Magee was raised in Troy, graduated Sarah Lawrence College 
for dance and theater and co-founded the American Centaur Company 

in Brooklyn, NY. He studied at the Moscow Art Theater School and 
L’Accademia del Arte of Tuscany. Rowan will be touring with the Phantom 
Limb Company in 2011. 

Canadian pianist and conductor Gregory Oh is the artistic director of the 
highly acclaimed new music group Toca Loca, with Simon Docking and 
Aiyun Huang. He is the conductor of Continuum Contemporary Music and 
has also conducted CONTACT, the McGill Percussion Ensemble, the CBC 
Kieser Gala and Companion Star in Sweden. 

Cellist Lauren Radnofsky has performed at venues ranging from Carnegie 
Hall, the Lucerne Festival, and the Ojai Music Festival to the Bang on a Can 
Marathon, Joe’s Pub and (Le) Poisson Rouge. Lauren is also cellist and 
founding co-artistic director of the new music ensemble Signal. 

Stacy Ellen Rich is a constant Costume and Fashion Designer with a 
great love for all mediums. Design has led her on an unending journey from 
the Chicago stage, circa 1993, to the worlds of flm, print, commercial, 
experimental and music video. Stacy Ellen Rich frst met Sean Griffn 
in Lyon, France while collaborating on The Lyon Manifestation for artist 
Catherine Sullivan in 2003. From there, the collaboration grew taking 
them through productions of Ice Floes of Franz Josef Land, The Berlin 
Manifestation and The Chittendens. Stacy is a member of the Costume 
Designers Guild, 892. 

Violist John Pickford Richards is a member of Alarm Will Sound, bringing 
him into close contact with such composers as John Adams, Wolfgang Rihm, 
Meredith Monk, and Steve Reich at venues including Carnegie Hall, Lincoln 
Center, and The Roxy. 

Carolyn Shoemaker graduated from the University of Southern Mississippi 
and relocated to Chicago where she teamed up with Trap Door Theatre. 
Carolyn has worked for the last several years with collaborators Catherine 
Sullivan and Dr. Sean Griffn, appearing both on stage and in flm and traveled 
nationally and internationally in Ice Floes of Franz Josef Land, The Audimax 
and Volksbuhnne Manifestations, The Chittendens, Triangle of Need, and Dr. 
Griffn’s Opened House in Taipei, Taiwan. 

Michael Steese has 64 years of theater acting, directing and technical 
experience. His favorites are Shakespeare and Sherlock Holmes, but most 
recently, Michael appeared in a biography of Thomas Cole entitled Thomas 
at Columbia-Greene Community College in Catskill. Michael resides in the 
city of Rensselaer. 

Ari Streisfeld has quickly established himself on the contemporary classical 

https://zucasa.com


music scene through performances with Ensemble Dal Niente (Chicago), 
Juventas Ensemble (Boston), Signal Ensemble (New York), and as a 
founding member of the internationally acclaimed JACK Quartet (New York). 
Ari has recorded for Mode, Albany, and Canteloupe records. 

Catherine Sullivan’s works engage a variety of media - theater, flm, 
video, photography, writing and sculpture. She has produced several 
performances and theater works wherein the performers are often 
coping with written texts, stylistic economies, reenactments of historic 
performances, gestural and choreographic regimes, and conceptual 
orthodoxies. The works address a broad spectrum of historical reference 
and often involve multiple collaborators such as composer Sean Griffn. 
Work has been exhibited nationally and internationally at a wide variety of 
venues such as the UCLA Armand Hammer Museum, Los Angeles; Walker 
Art Center, Minneapolis; The Whitney Museum of American Art, New York; 
Tate Modern, London; Opéra de Lyon, Lyon; and Volksbühne, Berlin. 

Set design by Sean Griffn in collaboration with the Schenectady Museum 
& Suites-Bueche Planetarium and Chris Hunter, Curator of Collections & 
Exhibitions. 

Archival images obtained from the Eugenics Records Offce at the Cold 
Spring Harbor Laboratory, Cold Spring Harbor, New York. 

Very special thanks to Capital Repertory Theatre’s Maggie Mancinelli-
Cahill, Artistic Director, and Laura Andruski, Education Coordinator, for 
their generous community outreach and support, as well as Ilene Frank, 
Associate Director for the Schenectady Museum & Suites-Bueche 
Planetarium. 

Democco Atcher dedicates this performance to the loving memory of 
Octavia Shaw. 

FUNDING 

EMPAC 2010-2011 presentations, residencies and commissions are 
supported by grants from the National Endowment for the Arts and the New 
York State Council for the Arts. Special thanks to the Jaffe Fund for 
Experimental Media and Performing Arts for support of artist commissions. 


